FINALLY, A SOFA BED THAT PUTS SLEEP FIRST

Experience a Sofa Bed From the Bed People
Forget Everything You Thought You Knew About Sofa Beds

The sofa bed category is forever changed. Sealy Sofa Convertibles now brings 130 years of expertise, experience and mattress making skill to the sofa bed category. The result? A sofa convertible that truly feels like a bed. No more lumpy, back-aching sleepless nights! Those days are over…

JENSON SOFA BED SECTIONAL with Storage Chaise. Available in True Size Full/Double & Queen.
Comfort & Support by Design

Sealy Sofa Convertible Pocket Coils respond individually to movement and relieve stress to your body’s contact points while maintaining spine alignment. Our memory foam sofa convertibles respond to your body, adjusting to every curve and evenly contouring to your body’s weight and allowing the spine to rest in a neutral position.
Expand Your Living Space

For many people today, living space is at a premium. A room must perform a multitude of functions. Sealy Sofa Convertibles understands that and offers products that bring style and comfort to your room whether you are using it to sleep on, sit on, or letting the kids just be kids...

It’s a chaise lounge that converts into a bed!

**BREEZE CHAISE CONVERTIBLE** – Sealy Sofa Convertibles offers an array of adaptable products that can be grouped or stand alone. The Breeze Chaise Convertible transforms from relaxed seating to a comfortable bed for guests in seconds.
When is a bed not a bed? When the sheets don’t fit. Sealy Sofa Convertibles and Pull-Out Sofa Beds are designed so that sheets fit just as they would on a standard bed. For hosts, it means you no longer have to struggle to find a sheet set to fit your sofa bed! It also means that guests are no longer wrestling during the night with crumpled up ill-fitting sheets.

You can buy sheets knowing they will fit your Sealy Sofa Convertible!

**Discover the True Fit™ Difference**

*Use Standard Sheets on our True Double & Queen Sofa Convertibles*

BARLETTA DROP BACK SOFA CONVERTIBLE. Available in True Size Full/Double & Queen.
Our augmented reality app invites exploration & self expression. Try on a variety of leathers & fabric colours to suit your home décor. Place a Sealy Sofa Convertible in your home and see how it fits.

Explore our Leathers, Fabrics & Models!

Choose the prefect model and cover for your room with our augmented reality HomeView app. Our app lets you explore the wide range of leathers, performance fabrics and models to provide a true to life picture of how your choice will look in your room through your AR enabled smart phone or tablet. Download the app. Explore. Experiment. We’ve got you covered!

Choose a leg finish to compliment your cover choice.
From split back sofa convertibles, to chaise lounges, to sofa beds with storage and more; you’re bound to find the Sealy Sofa Convertible to suit both your needs and your lifestyle.

Visit us online and find a Sealy Sofa Convertible retail partner near you.